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Chapter 1

A brain’s hole tale

Future intelligent life in our universe would
have but one remaining option: to inject
enough information into a new universe to
recreate our civilization on the other side of
the wormhole.

Michio Kaku - “Parallel Worlds”

This is a tale of an ordinary man with ordinary thoughts. But something
extraordinary happened to those thoughts, although no one really ever noticed.
How do I know about it then, it doesn’t really matter. The name of the man
doesn’t really matter either, but let’s call him Ebwhe, or just Eb for short.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 2

Par-cell

The tragedy of old age is not that one is old,
but that one is young.

Oscar Wilde - “The Picture of Dorian Gray”

This is the story of Boddes, a man who had to fight his own body in order
to achieve his ultimate goal in this universe: to live a humble life.

2.1 Miserably normal

Boddes, or Bod to his friends, woke up early that day, somehow awkward these
days since he had finished classes already. He had become one of those “night
creatures” of science, doing research at night, and sleeping until well past midday.

But that morning he had an appointment with his doctor. He took a blood
test a couple of weeks ago, a regular check to see if everything was in order.
The results of the test were ready, and apparently Bod’s doctor wanted to have
a word with him.

“What’s up doc?” - His doctor just gave a polite reply. He was apparently not
in the mood. The doctor started talking in a grave tone. Something went wrong
with Bod’s blood test. The had found traces of cancer in Bod’s bloodstream.

The shocking news made Bod feel dizzy on his seat. He just heard “cancer”?
How was that possible? As far as he knew, there were no known cases of cancer
in his family. And he was still young! Bod had always thought that he would die
old from a heart attack while having fun.

The doctor kept talking after a brief pause. He pointed out that they hadn’t
found cancer, but something that only cancer cells would do to your bloodstream.
So the next step would be to perform a whole body scan to find where in Bod’s
body his cells had gone nuts. The doctor had taken the liberty to already arrange
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some appointments for Bod. Bod’s next week would be a very busy one, full of
ultrasounds and MRIs. Bod just hoped that he wouldn’t need to wake up too
early.

So Bod went back home and tried to forget the bad news. But as hours
passed, it became harder to keep his mind fixed on his studies. He decided
to call home and tell his mum about the medical scans he would have to go
through next week. He wouldn’t tell anyone else, since it seemed pointless to
have everyone worrying for some illness yet to be found. He’d rather spare his
mum the suffering too, but she’d probably get angry if she found about it later.

Time seemed to slow down. The wait was difficult, since his mind wandered
with all kind of thoughts. He was not sure he was ready to start a fight with
cancer. It seemed a very long and painful process. How could he handle this?

The wait was eventually over and Bod woke up earliest than ever the following
Monday, eager to get to the hospital as quick as possible. As soon as he got
there, they took another blood test and then proceed to take some X-rays of his
chest. Then, they took a simple ultrasound. Some cool gel on your stomach,
breath following the instructions of the nurse, and twenty minutes later, you are
done. It took them about an hour to analyze the results. They didn’t find any
thing out of place on those tests, so they would need to proceed with some more
accurate tests.

The next one would be a three-dimensional CT scan of his stomach and
intestines. He had to drink a barium solution that filled his stomach with gases.
But he had to avoid burping while in the machine, otherwise they would had to
repeat the test. The machine turned up and down, and Bod was instructed to
turn around too several times. He safely finished the test without burping. For
the results of this test he would have to wait a whole week. But he was done for
that day. He would have to come the next day for more.

Because they didn’t want to expose Bod to the hazards of more ionizing
radiation, the following days they wouldn’t take any more CT scans. Instead,
they asked Bod if he wanted to pay the additional price of a MRI scan. Because
scanning the whole body would be too costly, they agreed that for now they would
just scan his brain. Bod’s brain was his most precious asset at the moment, since
he had a lot of research ahead. He was not afraid of closed places, so the MRI
scan was not as bad as he had heard.

And so he waited another week and went back to the hospital. The tests were
clear. Except for the blood test, that showed again traces of cancer cells. But
the doctors assumed the tumor was probably too small to be seen with current
current technology, so they decided to wait and program periodic checks. Every
three months Bod would have to take the same tests again and again.

Bod was not sure if he had to feel happy about the results. His mum sounded
relieved after hearing the news. But Bod just felt miserable.
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2.2 Wheel of fortune

After several months of tests, Bod got almost used to this situation. His con-
centration while studying went almost back to normal. Bod was a physicist, and
his research topic was about black holes. He fancied the idea of one day crossing
one to travel to another universe where they had already found a cure to cancer.

Bod’s case itself was a subject of research. Several scientists had been given
access to Bod’s blood tests and his DNA. His DNA had become one of the few
on Earth to get fully disentangled. He had no idea why so many professionals
were interested in his case, but he felt lucky because that meant that the chances
to find a cure would be very high. That was the reason Bod was able to focus
on his studies and other stuff.

Bod got a phone call from his doctor. It was an urgent matter, but the doctor
would rather not talk about it over the phone. Bod rushed out of his place. He
was about to find out why there was so much attention on his case.

Bod greeted his doctor and three other gentlemen that were in the office.
The doctor introduced them as the director of the hospital, and two doctors
researching DNA. “So, what are we up to, doctor?”

After the introductions, Bod started to listen to the most incredible story
he could have ever imagined. His cells were healthy. In fact, he had never had
cancer at all. What they found in their bloodstream was produced by an excess
of an enzyme called telomerase. They analyzed the levels of telomerase and they
were so high that they thought this may lead to cancer. But apparently Bod’s
cells produced this thing naturally.

“So it means I’m not gonna die, right?” -Bod asked.
“Not right now, and maybe not in a thousand years” -one of the scientists

replied.
A thousand years? What was that joke? But the researchers were not joking.

They were very excited and explained that with the activation of telomerase some
cells become immortal. That is precisely the danger of cancer, since cancer cells
become immortal. But in Bod’s body it was the healthy cells the ones to become
immortal. They explained that it meant that Bod lacked of mammal’s internal
decay clock. In other words, his cells wouldn’t “commit suicide”. Of course, the
cells could die from external causes, but they would keep reproducing for a long
time as in any healthy young individual.

Doctors also talked about crocodiles. No one really knows how long crocodiles
could live, or when, if ever, they would start to lose strength. However, the
scientists had no idea how this would affect a human being. Would his brain cells
die before his body? Was his DNA acting weird just temporarily? So the doctors
wanted to keep track of Bod and his cells, which were given a new scientific
name by the doctors, “par-cells”. Bod didn’t bother to ask why this name; he
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had already lost track of things after they started talking about alligators.
These gentlemen would keep everything confidential, since talks about “eter-

nal youth” would probably create chaos in the media, and Bod could potentially
be in danger. The doctors reminded him that he was not immortal. He could be
shot dead, as a crocodile could. In fact, they recommended him to take special
care on his diet, because the changes of getting fat in one thousand years were
indeed much higher than if he lived eighty. If he gained just one kilogram per
year, he could end up weighing more than a ton! A sea lion’s life is not easy
when you are not underwater.

Bod left the hospital thinking about alligators and sea lions, promising to
visit their “zoo” research lab every month. He couldn’t believe the story he had
just heard. He checked his calendar to make sure it wasn’t April 1st.

In any case, he was happy he was not sick, and he called his mum to tell her
the good news. He also told her that they had told him that he’d probably live
long, but he wouldn’t dare to tell her how long that was...

So Bod went back to his normal life. He graduated and got a job in a research
lab. He looked young for his age, and some women found that attractive. He
got married, but he didn’t have kids. Doctors said it had something to do with
his DNA.

He felt he had no hurries, since he might live long, so he lived a peaceful life.
He wanted to travel around the world, and thought that he would probably have
plenty of time after retirement. Bod felt really fortunate.

2.3 Pointer to void

It was a matter of time before people started noticing Bod’s “condition”. His
wife started with some small jokes, like asking what kind of anti-aging creams
was he using. He wanted to tell her the truth, but the scientists researching his
case hadn’t found anything conclusive, and they insisted to keep everything in
the dark for now.

However, it had been many years without any tangible results on the par-cells.
So the director of the hospital decided it was time to go public and try to find
help from the world’s research community. Before doing so, they consulted Bod,
who felt almost relieved, so he agreed to their decision.

The only person was genuinely happy about the news was Bod’s mother.
Everyone else started treating Bod with disdain. The press started bothering him
everywhere, annoying everyone at work. Finally he got fired from his research
laboratory. His wife couldn’t stand the pressure either, so she left him.

The government studied his case and they decided that he couldn’t get re-
tired, unless it was proved that he was not competent for a job anymore. Sadly,
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he couldn’t find any serious job after the press hell broke loose.
Fortunately, this nightmare was only temporal. Eventually people got used

to his case and the press got bored of him, since research on eternal youth was
stuck and no progress was being made, even with scientists from all over the
world looking into it.

And after all the fuss, he had to face something worse, the death of his
friends and family. Everyone was getting older except for him. Bod thought at
that point that nothing worse could happen to him. But as the reader may have
guessed, he was wrong.

After having a hard time looking for a new job, he managed to get hired by a
software company. Nothing related to physics. His research on black holes was
something of the past, but one of his coworkers seemed very interested in the
topic. It was a guy called Eb.

One day, during a meeting, that guy suddenly entered a catatonic state. And
after some time, people would start ignoring Bod, just as if he was invisible. At
first he didn’t relate these two events. But Bod had all the time in the world,
so he studied Eb’s case and found out that a mental black hole was probably
sucking information out from this world. And Bod was apparently part of that
information. He wrote about the case, but he didn’t bother to sign his story,
since he had become a nobody. No one would recognize his name even if written
down.

Doctors and journalists also forgot about his case. The search for eternal
youth would be lost forever. And Bod was condemned to live long but unnoticed.
That was even worse than his worst nightmares. Bod felt terribly void.

2.4 Leave this world behind

Bod had lived long, but wouldn’t celebrate his one thousandth birthday. One
hundred years of solitude was more than he could endure, so he took his life at
the age of 180.

He had travelled around the world and enjoyed all its beauty, even lonely as
he felt. He had also enjoyed being an spectator of all the advances in science.
Scientists had managed to increase life expectancy close to one hundred years.
However, there were no further talks about the par-cells from Bod’s body. All
research on par-cells seemed lost forever.

Bod didn’t blame the late Eb for what had happened to him. On the contrary,
he was grateful to Eb because he had released him from the pressure he was
under. Not only that, but Eb’s case gave Bod hints for the creation of a personal
wormhole. It had taken Bod 75 years to finish his personal project. With the
technology at that time it had become cheap to accelerate whole cells in particle
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accelerators. But Bod knew that the only thing that mattered was information.
He had already had his DNA fully scanned 155 years ago, but at this point in
time, he was capable of scanning all the current connections of his cells.

So Bod decided to jump in into his own creation. He would either die, or be
transported to another dimension, or more probably both things. That’s why he
thought he was taking his life that day of his 180th birthday.

But in fact, he didn’t. The wormhole experiment was a success and he
teleported to a remote planet far away from our visible universe. To his surprise,
everyone on that planet knew him. Bod had been quite a celebrity for the last
one hundred years.

Someone waved him hello, and when Bod replied, that person almost fainted.
Apparently, Bod had been in everyone’s thoughts, a side effect from Eb’s black
hole. But people soon learned that Bod couldn’t see them or feel them at all.
They had never imagined that the reason was because Bod had been only in
their imagination until now. But now, that changed, and everyone celebrated
the news.

They hired him as a technology advisor in their council of nations. He shared
many of the discoveries from Earth, and they helped him to find out more about
his par-cells. Eventually they realized that Bod was actually aging, but at a very
small pace, even compared to the standards in this planet. That meant that he
would die of old age as everyone else, just a bit later than usual.

He never managed to reproduce the results of his wormhole experiment in this
planet, but he didn’t want to go back to Earth anyway. In this planet, he could
live his life as a scientist and people would treat him with respect, regardless the
differences in their DNAs.

So Bod would eventually die peacefully in this planet at the age of one
thousand years. One year before his death, a very intelligent woman helped
him to finish his wormhole that should take at least a person and some luggage
back to Earth. To Bod’s own request, his remnants were sent back to Earth
in a parcel through a wormhole of Bod’s own creation with a brief note on it:
”Par-cell samples. Treat with care. Because everyone has his own place in the
universe”.


